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1 Trump’s dementia dominates the news now. It’s not
reported that way yet- MSM will soon get w/ the program.
This is not a Pelosi vs Trump skirmish, as MSM is
reporting. That would be a mismatch w/ the winner being
Pelosi. Pelosi had the courage to call out Trump’s mental
decline

2 Conversely, Sarah Sanders also gives us a window in to Trump’s dementia. She

matches Trump’s raw toxicity as closely as anyone. By repeating every Trump defiling

rant, without having his verbal & mental impairment, she sharpens the focus on the

depravity of his crumbling mind.

3 Trump’s personal cowardliness is matched by a family bereft of a shred of integrity.

It's what forced Pelosi’s to speak out a/b his worsening condition. The family &

enabler's priority is to deny & extend it. Keeping their jobs & the grift they have

obtained is all that matters

4 Trump lives in denial, unwilling to accept his fate as his dementia worsens daily.

His enablers work in concert to pamper him in a White House that has become a

luxury assisted living center, and Air Force One, that's a mobile unit version- a

traveling assisted living center.

5 Pelosi went easy on Trump & gave him an out. She wasn’t kidding about “leave of

absence & intervention.” She knows Trump's mind is shot & he should be forced to

resign. His secrets coming out is a given. Impeachment is looming. Rs covering for

him will go down w/ the Trumptanic

6 Trump & his attorneys are running out of options besides a resignation deal.

Negotiations for him to quit may already be in play. It won't stop his money

laundering & dirty secrets from being outed. His demeanor is meaningless- he will be

a total maniac right up until he quits

7 More dysfunction is incoming. Hope Hicks, Mueller & expedited court action. Barr's

little games will flop. Michael Wolff & Jim Acosta have Trump books coming out in

the next two weeks. Acosta’s has a WH aide telling Acosta, Trump is insane. Expect to

see dementia pearls in both
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